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Making Stable-Cleaning a Snap for a Boy ! ï
■■1U
iî

Not a Hard Job Now Barn Drudgery
Abolished

v'7ÿ- i

The Big BT Raises 
Easily ÎThe BT Manure Carrier has 

made stable-cleaning one of the 
easiest jobs on the farm. The boys 
like the work with the big BT to 
help them. They think it lots of 
fun to run the carrier along the 
overhead track into the barn, 
throw in almost half-a-ton of ma- - f f. f 
nure and then run out in a minute - -
and dump into the sleigh or on____
the pile. ’ ' _i=rrr

You raise the 
bucket of the BT 
Carrier by turn
ing the hand- 
wheel windlass.
This [ is placed While quite narrow, the track is 
someldistance two full inches deep, so that it will 

__ behind the buc- stand a strain of 2,000 pounds at
à ket, so no ma- any point,

if nure can get oh , It can readily be bent around
/ it. Double pur- curves without heating or bent to

<V ; -------- |>* / chase is used in suit the passages.
, . The BT Manure Carrier has Jf lifting, so] that The hangers simply have to be

' abolished with all this. A small boy . heavy loads buttoned on, and there are no bolts
can push the biggest load, for all the . , raise easily. The or nuts to tighten. The whole out-
weigkt'cotnes on the overhead track, wide rim of the hand-wheel also gives fit can quite easily be erected in a
It doesn’t matter how much snow or a big additional purchase. There few hours,
mud there is in the yard, for the BT are no worm gears to waste the
Carrier glides right over them. The power, and the windlass, works
work is done in a fraction of the time without noise or rattle. Find out more about the BT Carrier
it used to take, because the Manure The bucket can be elevated so that beforea single day passes. The snow will
Carrier takes out four wheelbarrow the bottom is within three feet of the ^“you will ffveX eme^olddŒ^
loads at once. Every drop of liquid track. The carrier can thus be run ■ over again digging paths, cleaning the
manure can be scooped into the right over any pens in the barn, over stable with a wheelbarrow and wasting

, water-tight bucket and run out to the highest drifts, and can be ‘"it wo ™t‘cost ran a cent to th.
barrow was used. There was always the sleigh or pile. When the manure dumped on the top of the loaded We'll send it fr« to anymif who win fiii

lot of heavy lifting and a lot of is dumped into the sleigh it can be sleigh-box or on a high pile in the out and mail the coupon. There Is much
ard wheeling. In winter time the taken right from the barn to the yard. câ?^%^0r^iiemlV£5bsr™î&,lJi.r5

snow piled up high and deep paths fields with only a single handling, Milk Can Conveyoralbest meihodsoMn!
had to be dug through the yard. and all the heavy work of getting the rODUlar stalling these outfits, and fine photos show-
These drifted full again in a few manure out in the spring is spared. friction Everylrmer whoto^ ^‘ofhif^
days, so it was always a long hard #1 r n l pens, calf-pens or box-stalls to clean should
job to keep the manure a good dis- DTP CcUTld* OUllt lOF DFBke Oil study the book. Send Coupon to

SSW’-iïïb &5SS Hard work BT .„ÏSÎKY bros«3St.
you d sink to your ankles in the 
yard, and the wheelbarrow simply lllllllll! a\ 
wouldn’t budge. E3T~jbji-i/.T

It was hard to keep the stable fill îlIJij 
really clean with a wheelbarrow, for 1 t ” '■»
the manure simply would drip out ![| 71TT
and slop over as it bumped and 
jolted through the yard. On many 
a cold day the stable was not cleaned 
at all, and the manure was allowed 
to accumulate close to the barn, 
where it rotted the woodwork and 
where the fumes injured the health 
of the stock and the harness and 
implements.

Strong, 
Handy Track 
and Hangers Ii
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Loading Half-a-to* of Manure.

■r

Send for Free Book

The Old, Back-breaking Way.

Stable-cleaning used to be a very 
hard job. That was when the wheel- I .

I ;i

To lower the 
bucket of the BT 

i Carrier you sim
ply touch the 
brake and the 
carrier descends 
by its own 

/ weight — you 
don't have to

X

it
i^ -

waste time windlassing it down. A ■ . 
little pressure on the brake regulates ^A 
the speed of the descent. The brake q 
also prevents the loaded bucket 
slipping back as you elevate it. It 
holds the bucket at any height 
you wish.

3=3r
y
r To Beatty Bros. 

• Limited 4 
1591 Hill Street, 

Fergus,

Dumping in Sleigh 
in a Jiffy.

To carry so many heavy loads and 
to stand such constant usage, a 
manure carrier has to be strongly
ityt fhebfg*BThCaf?rTerSEveïy RufiS Smoothly OB the Track
part is built three times as strong as You run the BT Carrier out of the 
it need be to do the work to give barn by pushing on the handwheel A
lasting satisfaction as long as you windlass. ■
will need the outfit. The first BT 1 his is solid— you do not touch the ■ 
Carriers installed seven and eight loose bucket at all—so the carrier I

i vears ago are doing the work as well runs along steadily and none of the ™
m as ever Since then almost 10,000 manure is spilled out.

BT Outfits have been installed by I he track is built in the form of an ® 
Canadian farmers alone, and in I-beam, with a smooth, round edge S

sections the Big BT has be- to allow the tr#içk wheels to runeas- ■
popular that every farmer ily. The edge is so thin that no ■

ice or snow can collect upon it ■

IOut.
9

Send me without charge this illus
trated book about Manure Carriers, 

Feed Trucks, Milk[Mi Feed Carriers,
Conveyors, best methods of erecting 
Manure Carrier outfit in barn, etc.
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11 Are you thinking of putting in a
A

Manure Carrier?
rxVi

: If so, when?

Your'Name

Isome 
come so 
has one of them.

P.O.

Prov.
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Send Coupon
for this 

S^> I ree Bookm
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